Novel field amplification for sensitive colorimetric detection of microalbuminuria on a paper-based analytical device.
Field-amplified stacking (FAS) is a commonly used method for enhancing the sensitivity of charged species from low conductive media in capillary electrophoresis. FAS also showed significant sensitivity enhancement effect on a uniform paper fluidic channel by proper design of the electrolyte. In this paper, a novel method of introducing electric field gradient is proposed by geometry design of a 2D paper fluidic channel, and field amplification effect was successfully demonstrated with reduced requirement on the sample's conductivity. Sensitive colorimetric detection of microalbuminuria (MAU) from urine samples was demonstrated by mobile phone camera. Experimental results showed that, with active electric field motivation, up to 93.5% of the loaded protein probe could be effectively transferred and stacked into a narrow band on the newly designed paper fluidic channel. A limit of detection (LOD) of 6.5 mg‧L-1 HSA was achieved with a dynamic range of 10-300 mg‧L-1 (linear in the range of 10-100 mg‧L-1, R2 = 0.991). Combined with selective staining of albumin with bromophenol blue (BPB), the established method was applied to the detection of MAU from clinical urine samples, and consistent results with that of the clinical method were obtained. With this paper-based analytical device (PAD), MAU from highly conductive urine samples can be directly loaded and detected without any pretreatment. This method provides a way to develop highly sensitive point-of-care test (POCT) for rapid screening of some diseases.